INTRODUCTION

Most people organize their thoughts by taking notes. Whether it is taking organized notes for classes, making to-do lists, or keeping track of what groceries are needed throughout the week. However, once someone has accumulated a large mass of notes, each with a random to-do list or grocery item, it can be annoying to try to sift through all the notes to find the specific information that someone is looking for.

Currently, there is not a good mainstream app that can help organize these notes and perform conceptual searches through the content of the notes. With NoteSmart, people can create notes with one small item or idea on it, and the app will automatically parse the content to create relevant tags. The app can then use these tags to group notes together that have similar content (such as grouping to-do lists or shopping lists). Users can then search for particular tags, and be able to find all of their notes that have that tag in an organized manner. This app will utilize complex NLP algorithms as well as Non-Negative Matrix Factorization to parse the note content and generate tags that are relevant and helpful.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the project is to provide users with an intuitive and useful NoteSmart app that can more efficiently organize their thoughts in such a way that it is easier for them to find the information they are looking for.

While determining what kinds of features might be the most helpful to users, I performed some research to try to answer the following questions:

- What level of combining notes is most helpful?
- I wanted to figure out what level of abstraction of notes would be good for users, because too little abstraction leads to not enough grouping, and too much abstraction leads to users not knowing where to find information.
- Does adding content tags make a significant difference in users’ abilities to find specific information?
- The main idea for the app is to implement content-based tags so that the notes can be organized in an intuitive manner, but if this does not actually help users then it will not be a good idea to implement.
- Will all users find the tags intuitive, or will different users find some tags intuitive but not others?
- Will users use the tags?

To achieve my objectives, I used a combination of natural language processing (NLP) and matrix factorization techniques to parse note data, create relevant tags, and store them in a database. Additionally, I developed a backend and API that can send note data and receive relevant tags and create an aesthetic UI that users will enjoy using.

NLP and Matrix Factorization Techniques:

To begin, I used existing NLP and matrix factorization techniques to parse note data and create relevant tags. I leveraged NLP algorithms to analyze the text within the notes and identify important words and phrases. I then used matrix factorization techniques to identify latent factors within the notes, such as topic clusters, which help generate more accurate and relevant tags from the data given.

Backend and API:

Another necessary component is the backend and API that can send note data and receive relevant tags. I used Python for the API calls and Supabase to store information in a database. This enabled an easy retrieval and storage of note data and relevant tags. The API calls communicated data between the app and the database, and thus could take the user-inputted notes and send it to the database, or take information from the database and run the tag-generating algorithm on it. These tags would then be sent back to the database, and the app could display any relevant information from the database depending on which user is logged in and which notes or tags are being viewed.

Database:

To store tag and note information in a database I utilized Supabase. Supabase is an open-source backend-as-a-service (BaaS) that makes it easy to store, retrieve, and manage data. I used Supabase’s database features to store note data and tags in a structured format to be easily queried and analyzed.

User Interface:

To create an aesthetic UI that users will enjoy using, I used Swift for the frontend. User-centered design principles were necessary to ensure that the UI would be intuitive and easy to use. I also leveraged existing design patterns and guidelines to create a visually appealing interface that is consistent with modern design trends.

User Testing:

To determine the effectiveness of the UI, I performed several user tests to go through basic app tasks, such as creating notes and viewing the relevant tags, to see if there were any confusing or weak points in the UI. I then collected the data into groups to see which features needed the most reworking and which features were accomplishing all of their necessary objectives.

RESULTS

To perform user testing on my NoteSmart note-taking app, I recruited a group of participants who had diverse backgrounds and levels of familiarity with note-taking apps. I then asked them to perform a series of tasks, such as creating a new note, finding tags, and searching for notes based on tags. During the testing, I observed their interactions with the app to take note of how each feature of the app was performing.

From the user testing, I was able to determine that some of the features were not as intuitive to users as I wanted. For instance, a preview of note tags is shown to users on the home page, so users struggled to find a full list of all tags associated with each note, since that required extra navigating. Some participants tried to look for the list in the home page, and did not realize they needed to navigate to the notes page to expand the full list of tags. Based on this feedback, I made several changes to the app’s design and functionality to make it more user-friendly. First, I added a button to the note editor that displays all tags associated with the note when clicked, and added a signifier to tell users that the tags they were seeing were not the complete list of tags. Specifically, I added an ellipsis to the end of the tag preview so users knew there was more information to view. This makes it easier for users to understand how the app works without needing to spend time exploring the app. After implementing these changes, I conducted another round of user testing to validate the effectiveness of the changes. This time, users were able to find the full list of tags more easily, and they expressed satisfaction with the new features.

CONCLUSIONS

After creating a finished and reworked product of the app, and then performing user testing with that app, I was able to determine some key findings:

- Based on the user testing feedback and changes made to the app’s design and functionality, the tag-generation feature had a positive impact on users’ overall ability to create and search for their notes. Users were able to navigate through their notes more quickly and find specific notes with the exact content they were looking for, even if the notes were created a long time ago. The changes made to the app’s design and functionality, such as the clarification to display all tags associated with a note, improved the user experience and made it easier for users to find and organize their notes.
- Overall, users were able to find content in notes with an average of a 20% improved search rate between looking for specific information in notes with no tags and with tags.
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